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January 11, 2011
Annual Performance Report

Enclosed is your performance report for the past two-year period ending on December 31, 2010. The
report shows the value of your accounts (on a combined basis) both one and two years ago. If you
have dealt with us for less than two years, we show your return since inception. RESP’s or “In Trust
Account” are not included.
“Inflows” is defined as ‘how much money came into your accounts, including amounts transferred
from another CIBC Wood Gundy account’. “Outflows” is defined as funds withdrawn from an
account, including transfers to another CIBC Wood Gundy account. “Revenues” is defined as total
cash interest and dividends paid into your account.
The percentage profit on a two-year basis is the average annualized return for the past two years.
Returns include cash interest and dividends plus capital growth.
The report also shows a comparison of how your accounts performed against various indices, namely
the Canadian bond index, the global stock market index, and the Canadian stock market index.
Overall, client returns have been strong in comparison to these index average returns.
We have discussed at length in previous letters and client discussions our focus on increasing fixed
income quality, adding more defensive stocks , and not chancing the more aggressive areas of the
market that are starting to look risky to us. We anticipate reasonable performances in this low interest
environment but returns will likely be lower than what we experienced in the past two years.
Please call us if you have any questions whatsoever including any stemming from your review of this
performance report.
We continue to add clients to our practice but our account minimum is around one million dollars.
We are always pleased to help anyone you know with some general advice over the phone, and will
take on any direct family members regardless of account size.
All the best in 2011 and we really appreciate the opportunity to be of service.
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This information, including any opinion, is based on various sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy cannot
be guaranteed and is subject to change. CIBC and CIBC World Markets Inc., their affiliates, directors, officers and
employees may buy, sell, or hold a position in securities of a company mentioned herein, its affiliates or
subsidiaries, and may also perform financial advisory services, investment banking or other services for, or have
lending or other credit relationships with the same. CIBC World Markets Inc. and its representatives will receive
sales commissions and/or a spread between bid and ask prices if you purchase, sell or hold the securities referred to
above. © CIBC World Markets Inc. 2011.
Clients are advised to seek advice regarding their particular circumstances from their personal tax and legal advisors.

